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I. Purpose and Scope 

 
All full-time employees will be in proper uniform at all times while on duty. Uniforms are issued 
through the Department of Facilities Management and will be maintained by the employee. All 
employees should have their WKU Photo ID with them at all times during work hours for proper 
identification and safety precautions. 
 
NOTE: Until uniforms are issued, employees are expected to wear their WKU Photo ID for proper 
identification. 

  
II. Policy 
 
A. Official Uniforms are defined as follows: 
 

1. Short sleeve red polo shirt or red poplin short sleeve shirt issued by DFM 
 

2. Long sleeve red poplin shirt issued by DFM 
 

3. Dark blue work pants (No knit, no spandex or no sports type pants) 
 

4. Jeans, they must be dark blue in color; no holes or worn out blue jeans allowed. 
 

5. Painters have the option to substitute above uniform attire for white polo shirt, white 
poplin short sleeve shirt, white pants, white shorts and white bib overalls issued by DFM. 



 

6. Grounds uniform provided by Sodexo issued by DFM 
 

7. Capri pants are permissible to wear, must be dark blue in color including dark blue 
denim. 

 
8. If you choose to wear shorts in the summer, they must be dark blue in color which 

includes dark denim.  (No knit shorts, no spandex or no sports type pants).   Shorts will 
be no more than three (3) inches above the knee. DFM does not provide shorts.   

 
9. Facilities Management Shirts provided by DFM will be considered as appropriate uniform 

attire. 
 

10. On Fridays (or Thur. nights for PM team members), employees may wear an appropriate 
WKU apparel in lieu of their issued uniform shirt. (Note: uniform pant requirements are 
still required on this day). Pending manager approval.  

 
11. For HRL employees, see Housing Manager for what is considered appropriate uniform 

T-Shirts. 
 

12. Hats are optional; are not considered as part of the DFM uniform, and are not provided 
by DFM.  If an employee chooses to wear a hat, solid color hats are acceptable.  The 
only logo acceptable on a hat must bear the WKU name or logo; no other logo or 
language is acceptable. Hats are to be worn with the bill in the forward position. 

 
13. During summer months, our ESA’s are permitted to wear tank tops as long as they have 

a 2 inch wide shoulder strap. They will still need to report to work with an issued work 
shirt, in case they are needed where we have classes or events on campus going on. 
This uniform exception has been made due to the excess temperatures within some 
buildings after hours.  

 
B. Any attire other than the above specified garments is not considered official DFM uniform 

apparel.  Uniforms are the property of WKU or Sodexo and cannot be modified or altered. 
 
C. Uniforms should be in clean and good repair and appropriate to the duties being performed. 

Everybody should wear proper uniforms unless otherwise specified.  

 

D. Uniforms are to be worn in the manner in which they were intended to be worn. Shirts with 

tails are to be tucked into pants. Pants should not be worn any lower than your hips. 

 

E. Uniforms will be issued through the department and must be maintained by the employee. 

Employees are expected to be in proper uniforms at all times while on duty.  

 

F. For safety precautions, all maintenance and custodial personnel shall wear closed-in shoes 

to work.  This is defined as shoes that fully cover employees’ feet from toe to heel.  Any type 

of modification to this safety factor requires a doctor’s statement. ESA staff are provided with 

slip resistant shoes and are considered part of DFM uniform. Note: Employees who deny 



the DFM provided slip resistant safety shoe and choose to purchase their own, MUST 

provide proof of the slip resistant properties for those shoes. 

 

G. Anyone that reports to work out of uniform will be given a verbal warning on the first 

occurrence and any occurrences thereafter the employee will be sent home to return in 

proper uniform.  

 

H. In the event a DFM employee resigns or their work duties are terminated, their DFM 

uniforms and WKU ID shall be returned to their supervisor/manager, before collecting their 

last paycheck. 

 

I. Any and all of this policy is subject to change at the discretion of Facilities Management.  

 

III. Procedure 
 
IV. Exclusions 
 
V. Related Policies 
 
VI. Reason for Revision 

 
Appendices: 


